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Abstract—Online courses are a method of lecturing whose application in education is not bounded by space and location constraints. They include features such as video lectures and online questionnaires. There are a few online courses to teach subjects related to Software Engineering. However, for the best of our knowledge, there is no online course to teach software process, which is a key area of Software Engineering. More important, there is no systematic study to investigate whether this way of teaching is efficient and viable to teach software process. This paper presents an empirical study to evaluate whether and how online features support the learning of software process in the light of an online Software Engineering course with 61 video lectures, 16 online questionnaires, and a discussion forum. This study relies on data of 100 undergraduate students over three consecutive years: 2014, 2015, and 2016. Data of this study suggest that students answer online questionnaires in order to review for face-to-face exams. Our results also show that videos and online questionnaires contribute to the improvement of up to 15% of student grades in software process questions when compared with students who neither watch videos nor answer online questionnaires. However, based on two exam questions that repeated over the three years, we verify that the grade improvement seems to be mostly related to video lectures watched, rather than to online questionnaires answered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Online courses are a method of lecturing whose application in education is not bounded by space and location constraints [25]. The success of open online courses requires conceptual changes in the way as lecturers and students behave in such an open unbounded environment. Supporters of open education claim that online features, such as video lectures and online questionnaires, are important tools to support learning [32].

In fact, several respectful universities around the world have been providing online courses based on their face-to-face equivalent courses. These courses have attracted great attention of hundreds of thousands of worldwide students [2]. As a result, many online courses have been successfully created and hosted in online education portals. Examples of such educational portals include Coursera\(^1\), Edx\(^2\), Udacity\(^3\), and Udemy\(^4\). In some online courses, a student who successfully completes the course obtains a certificate or statement of accomplishment.

There are a few online courses to teach subjects related to Software Engineering. However, these courses focus either on software architecture, introduction to software engineering, or on how to program. For the best of our knowledge, there is no online course to teach general concepts of software process, including software process models, agile software development, and software process improvement. Software process is one of the knowledge areas to be covered in Computing undergraduate degree programs, such as Computer Science, Information Systems, and Software Engineering, according to the ACM and IEEE Computing Curricula [12].

In software engineering, a software process is a structured set of activities required to develop a software system [3]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic study to investigate whether online courses are efficient and viable to teach software process. Therefore, it is essential for us to investigate and evaluate the actual benefits and drawbacks of online features, such as video lectures and online questionnaires, in order to understand whether and how such features can indeed improve the learning of software process concepts.

Since 2013, we have been used an educational online platform to support a face-to-face Software Engineering course [16]. The online features available for our students in this platform include 61 video lectures, 16 online questionnaires with 160 questions, and a discussion forum with almost one thousand posts. Around 15% of the course content (i.e., 10 videos and 3 online questionnaires) focuses on software process. In the light of this Software Engineering course, this paper presents an empirical study to evaluate whether and how online features, such as video lectures and online questionnaires, support the learning of software process.

\(^1\) https://www.coursera.org/
\(^2\) https://www.edx.org/
\(^3\) https://www.udacity.com/
\(^4\) https://www.udemy.com/
This study relies on data of 100 undergraduate students over three consecutive years from 2014 to 2016. We introduced the features of online learning gradually into the course; video lectures included in 2014 and online questionnaires in 2015. In all years of the course, students have to attend face-to-face lectures and do exams since they are regularly enrolled in an undergraduate degree program. In general, data of this study suggest that students watch video lectures and answer online questionnaires in order to review for face-to-face exams.

We also evaluate the grades of exam questions related to software process. Our results in this evaluation show that videos and online questionnaires contribute to the improvement of up to 15% of student grades in software process questions when compared with students who neither watch videos nor answer online questionnaires. However, based on two exam questions that repeated over the three years, we verify that the grade improvement seems to be mostly related to watched video lectures, rather than to answered online questionnaires.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides background information to support the comprehension of the study. Section III describes the study design, including goals and research questions. Section IV presents our main research results. Section V discusses lessons learned. Section VI discusses some threats to the validity of our study. Section VII discusses related work. Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper and suggests future work.

II. BACKGROUND

This section provides background to support the comprehension of this study. Section II-A presents an overview of software processes. Section II-B discusses agile software development, including some examples of agile methods. Section II-C presents some relevant concepts of online education.

A. Software Processes

Software development is a complex activity that demands creativity and intelligence [31]. In software engineering, a software development process is composed of several tasks, methods, and practices to guide developers in the conception of a software product [24]. An effective software process has to consider clearly the relationship among different activities of the software development, generated artifacts, supporting tools, and required procedures. Moreover, software processes have to take into consideration training of development teams and personal motivation. The main purpose of software processes is to support development of high-quality software products that fit the costumers' needs, through a well-defined schedule and planned budget [36].

In the context of software engineering, there is no perfect process, because the success of applying a software development process depends, for instance, on the settings of the development environment and the organization [31]. As an example, in the development of critical software systems as air traffic controllers (that demands well-designed and reliable implementation), it is required a strict software process to guide the software product development. In turn, for business software development that has short time-to-market deadlines and requirements that change constantly, a flexible and agile process may be more appropriate than other types of rigorous process [28].

Four activities are common in many software processes: Software Specification, Software Design and Implementation, Software Validation, and Software Evolution [31]. Software Specification consists of system functionalities and business rules defined for a software product. Software Design and Implementation is the development of software, in accordance with its specifications. Software Validation is the process of validating a software product to assure its quality and the accordance with the clients' needs defined as software specifications. Software Evolution is the activity of maintaining a software product in terms of features that may change along the time based on costumers needs.

Several software process models have been proposed in the software engineering literature. These models are generic and may be adapted depending on the development environment [35]. However, their overall definitions apply to general cases. We present some of these models as follows.

Waterfall Model. It consists of a linear model in which each development activity is conducted without iterations [20]. The main activities of the Waterfall model are requirements specification, development, validation, and evolution. The main advantages of the well-defined division for control and management of development phases [23]. Regarding drawbacks, this model is not flexible. That is, it does not consider reviewing the software artefacts after the activity has concluded. Another drawback is that the process can be difficult to adapt to requirement changes [8].

Incremental Development. This model is based on scheduling of activities related to specification, development, and validation [28]. The main goal of the Incremental model is to provide an evolutionary development of software products [21]. One of the advantages of this model is the iterative refinement of the software product, in accordance with its requirements [26]. However, one drawback of the Incremental Development is that the elaboration of robust software documentation may not be feasible [31].

Component-Based Software Engineering. In this model, the development of a software system is guided by the implementation of functional software components [19][31]. Each component is validated individually and, then, the integration of different components is evaluated [9]. The main goal of Component-Based Software Engineering is to support software reuse, since well-designed and validated components are usable in the composition of new software systems [13]. However, one of the main challenges in this software process is the development of flexible functional components with high quality [28].

We decide to deeper investigate software process in this study because it is one of the knowledge areas to be covered in Computing undergraduate degree programs, such as Computer Science, Information Systems, and Software Engineering [12]. In fact, software process is a key discipline not only for
Computing undergraduate programs but also to several related engineering courses. For instance, curricula of engineering programs, such as Electrical Engineering⁵, also cover software processes as a relevant knowledge area.

B. Agile Software Development

Agile software development is a type of software processes that aims to increase time-to-market of software product delivery [11], as a response to the constraints imposed by traditional software processes, such as the Waterfall model [11]. The Agile Manifesto⁶ focuses on (i) individuals instead of processes and tools, (ii) functional software over extensive documentation, (iii) collaboration between stakeholders and development team, and (iv) response to changes. It compiles a set of 12 principles of agile software development, such as continuous software delivery, development team organization to provide appropriate software design, and attention to technical excellence of software product.

Fowler and Highsmith [17] present agile methods as a new development approach covering various programming practices. There are also many techniques to support the agile software development and some of them aim to provide high software quality and reliability [22], client satisfaction with respect to software product fast deliver [1], and abridged documentation for small development teams [10]. In general, agile software development techniques target continuous refinement of software requirements, motivation of the development team, and different software quality aspects [17]. Some examples of agile methods are Extreme Programming (XP) [5], Scrum [6], Crystal Clear [10], and Test-Driven Development (TDD) [22].

Once agile software development is an important topic in software processes, both in academia and in industry, it has been taught in Software Engineering courses to support the formation of practitioners and researchers. Moreover, agile software development is a topic closely related to the industrial context of software development because of its use of dynamic, interactive, and innovative methods. Therefore, we included this topic in classes covering software process. That is, our software engineering course [16] has online features, such as video lectures and questionnaires, targeting agile software development.

C. Online Features and Podcasts

Open learning platforms, such as Corsera and Udacity, provide substantial amount of courses to some discipline of Computer Science and Software Engineering, such as programming and algorithms [25] and software architecture [30]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no online course focusing on software process. More important, there is no systematic assessment of these courses to verify whether features of online courses really support the learning of software process concepts.

Online features have been used to support education of different study topics. Many of these features are also called podcasts. Podcast consists of the application of content availability in a streaming fashion, including audio, video, and text [18]. The use of podcasts to support learning may impact positively on the commitment of students with respect to classes, and increase their skills regarding a specific subject [33]. In general, podcast include theoretical content provided in online platforms, and then face-to-face classes may be dedicated to practical exercises conducted by the course instructor with students, to support assimilation of content. In this study, we investigate podcasts as a way to support learning of software process concepts.

III. STUDY DESIGN

This section describes the configuration of our study. Section III-A presents the online Software Engineering course we created at the Udemy educational platform. Section III-B discusses the study goal and research questions to guide this study. Section III-C describes the participants of our study.

A. The Online Course at Udemy

In this study, we assess online features provided through an online course created and hosted in Udemy, an educational online platform. We created this course in 2013 and, since then, we have over 500 students registered in the online course. It is an introductory course of Software Engineering for undergraduate students, aiming to support the face-to-face classes conducted in the Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG). This Software Engineering course is mainly based on two textbooks: Software Engineering by Sommerville [31] and The UML User Guide by Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson [7]. We structured the proposed open course into six sections: Software Process, Requirements Engineering, Software Design, Development Techniques, Software Reuse, and Software Quality.

The online features of this course include 61 video lectures (with a total of 20 hours), 16 online questionnaires (160 questions), and a discussion forum for each topic of study. The questionnaires cover all topics of the video lectures. From the overall online content available for students, there are 10 video lectures and 3 online questionnaires covering software process. That is, online features target at three main topics: general concepts of software processes, agile software development, and software process improvement.

B. Goal and Research Questions

In this study, we aim to investigate how features of online learning may support software process education in the context of a software engineering course. For this purpose, we have used of the course created in the Udemy platform over three consecutive years: 2014, 2015, and 2016.

Based on the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) method [34], we summarize our study goal as follows: Analyze how features of online learning support software process education, from the purpose of assessing the effectiveness of these features in student performance, with respect to correctness in course

---

⁵ https://www.ece.utexas.edu/undergraduate/courses/360f
⁶ http://agilemanifesto.org/
⁷ https://www.udemy.com/engenharia-de-software-ufmg/
To guide our study and, consequently, to support our data analysis, we designed three research questions as discussed below.

**RQ1.** Do video lectures impact the performance of undergraduate students with respect to exam grades in software process?

The purpose of RQ1 is to guide the evaluation of whether students who watch video lectures are able to reach higher grades in exam questions regarding software processes compared to students who do not watch video lectures.

**RQ2.** Do online questionnaires impact the performance of undergraduate students with respect to exam grades in software process?

In turn, with RQ2 we are concerned about the impact of students answering online questionnaires on their grades in exam questions related to software process.

**RQ3.** Do online-based classes provide the same student performance than hybrid classes?

Finally, with RQ3, we aim to compare two different learning methods, namely online-based and hybrid classes. Students in online-based classes are registered for the online course, but they do not have face-to-face classes about software process. On the other hand, Students in hybrid classes not only have face-to-face lectures but are also supported by online content. We assess the impact of using online features in grades of students in these two methods of learning.

### C. Participants

Table I presents the set of participants, considering the classes from three consecutive years (2014, 2015, and 2016). The participants compose the dataset we aim to evaluate in this study. We have a total number of 100 undergraduate students under analysis, after we discard of data from 9 students that eventually quit the course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>2014</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before Reduction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removed Participants</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Reduction</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 illustrates the final distribution of participants per year. This figure make it clear that about half of students took the course in 2016. In fact, the number of students has grown year after year. This observation may suggest that the course popularity has increased and, so, it has attracted more students in each new offer.

Note that classes in 2014 and 2015 used a hybrid approach for learning, by combining online features (in this case, video lectures and online questionnaires) and face-to-face classes. In 2016, we decide to have just online classes (with the same video lectures and questionnaires) specifically for the topics of software processes and agile software development. Therefore, data from 2014 and 2015 refer to hybrid classes in both years. However, the online course in 2014 includes only video lectures (no questionnaire about software process). For this reason, we first pairwise compare 2014 (hybrid, but no questionnaire) with 2016 (online only) and then we pairwise compare 2015(hybrid) with 2016 (online only).

### IV. Results

This section presents the results of our study and provides some discussion regarding the support of video lectures and online questionnaires in the learning of software processes. Section IV-A evaluates classes from two consecutive years, namely 2014 and 2015, with respect to the impact of video lectures and online questionnaires on the performance of students. Section IV-B discusses a comparative study, considering two pairs of classes: 2014 with 2016 and 2015 with 2016. The purpose in this case is to investigate the impact of online features on leaning, without considering the support of face-to-face classes.

#### A. Video Lectures and Online Questionnaires

We conducted a first study to evaluate data from two consecutive years (2014 and 2015) with respect to the support provided by video lectures and online questionnaires in the software process learning. Therefore, we investigate the research questions RQ1 and RQ2, considering the participant set described in Section III-C. Let us focus first on the first research question (RQ1).

**RQ1.** Do video lectures impact the performance of undergraduate students with respect to exam grades in software process?
One common question appears in exams of both years: 2014 and 2015. Then, we analyzed this question to assess how the score achieved by participants in this question is correlated with the frequency of watched video lectures and the answers of online questionnaires. The context of these questions is about agile software development.

With respect to video lectures, we divided students in three groups (low, regular, and high frequency) based on the distribution of percentage of watched videos. We computed the 33% and 66% percentiles to divide students in groups with similar sizes. Based on these percentiles, we obtained the following thresholds: 4.6 hours (for 33%) and 8.4 hours (for 66%). These values mean, for instance, that 66% of the participants watched up to 8.4 hours of the 20 course video hours. We considered all videos from the online course because Udemy does not provide the number of watched videos per topic. Although this overall analysis of videos do not cover only videos related to software processes, we assume that a student that watches videos with high frequency probably has also watched videos from the specific topic of software process.

Table II presents the number of participants (“# Participants”) from each group. “VID” is the percentage of watched video lectures where 0.23 means 4.6 hours and 0.42 means 8.4 hours. “Mean Score” represents the average of score that participants achieve for the exam question. Note that, the higher is the frequency of watched videos, the higher is the achieved score in the exam question. For instance, students with low frequency of watching videos obtained a mean of 0.85, while students with high frequency of watching videos achieved a mean of 1 (full score). Therefore, we conclude that the video lectures available for students support their learning of software processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th># Participants</th>
<th>Mean Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>VID &lt; 0.23</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>0.23 &lt;= VID &lt;= 0.42</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>VID &gt; 0.42</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparing the Low and High frequency groups, we observe and increase of 15% in the mean of scores in question. We also computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between the percentage of watched videos and the score achieved by participant in the exam question. We obtained a 0.23 Pearson correlation which is considered as a “weak” correlation. Therefore, we conclude that the positive impact of watching video lectures on software processes learning does not seem to be strong.

**RQ2. Do online questionnaires impact the performance of undergraduate students with respect to exam grades in software process?**

Regarding online questionnaires, we did not divide participants by score in questionnaires because Udemy provides the correct answers in the end of questionnaire filling. The platform also allows students to redo the questionnaire many times if they want. Therefore, the score obtained by participants is biased and inappropriate for evaluation. Then, we considered only whether participants completed the questionnaires. We then compute correlation between their scores in the exam question and the completion of the questionnaire.

We computed the Pearson correlation coefficient between the completion of online questionnaires and scores in the exam question. The obtained coefficient is 0.18, classified as “very weak” correlation. Therefore, we assume that questionnaires have less impact the software process learning than watching video lectures. However, this online feature may be used as complementary to face-to-face classes, as well as video lectures, since both features have a positive impact on students’ grade.

### B. Hybrid versus Online-based Learning

This study compares two different learning methods for software processes learning (see Section III.C). First, we have hybrid classes (in 2014 and 2015) combining face-to-face classes with online features (video lectures and online questionnaires). Second, we have one class (2016) with only online support for software processes learning. In this case, we aim to assess whether online features provides the same benefits for students, in terms of scores in exam questions, when compared with the hybrid learning methods. Therefore, we investigate RQ3 (below). Note that, in this evaluation we do not assess the frequency of watched video lectures, because this data is not available for student from 2016 since the course has not been concluded when this paper was written. Therefore, we compare only scores in exam and completion of questionnaires.

**RQ3. Do online-based classes provide the same student performance than hybrid classes?**

We identified two common questions that appears in exams from the classes of 2014 and 2016. Then, we selected these questions to assess how the score achieved by participants in these questions is correlated with the learning methods (hybrid or online-based). The context of both questions is about agile software development. In turn, with respect to exams from 2015 and 2016, we identified only one common question (the same used for evaluation in Section IV-A). Then, we selected this question for the comparison between hybrid and online-based learning approaches. In this evaluation, we also did not divide participants by score in questionnaires due to the same reasons discussed in Section IV-A.

We conducted a two-step comparative analysis. First, we compare 2014 and 2016 classes to assess the benefits of using a hybrid method when compared with online-based classes. Table III presents the scores in question with the number of completed questionnaires. The first and second columns of this table indicate the year and learning method, respectively.
“Mean SE” is the mean score for the two exam questions under analysis. “Mean CQ” is the mean rate of completed questionnaires.

**TABLE III. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE YEARS OF 2014 AND 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mean SE</th>
<th>Mean CQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on data in Table III, we observed that the hybrid class (2014) presented a slightly higher mean of scores in the exam questions when compared with the online-based class (2016). In this case, we observe an increase of 8% in the mean of score. Therefore, we conclude that video lectures may support learning of software processes without replacing the face-to-face classes. Moreover, online questionnaires do not seem to impact significantly in the student performance.

We performed a similar analysis to compare performance of students in 2015 and 2016. Table IV shows the scores in the exam question with the number of completed questionnaires. Table IV has a similar structure to Table III. That is, “Mean SE” is the mean score for the exam question and “Mean CQ” is the mean rate of completed questionnaires.

**TABLE IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE YEARS OF 2015 AND 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Mean SE</th>
<th>Mean CQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, we observed that the hybrid class (2015) presented a slightly higher mean of scores in exam question when compared with the online-based class (2016). In this case, students from the 2015 class obtained a mean of 0.9 for the exam question, and the students from the 2016 class achieved a mean of 0.87 (a lower difference when comparing 2014 and 2016). In other words, we observed an increase of 3% in 2015 when compared with 2016. Therefore, we reinforce that video lectures support learning of software process, but with no replacement to the face-to-face classes. Considering online questionnaires, we observed the same rate of completed activities for both classes and, so, they do not seem to impact on the students’ performance.

**VI. LESSONS LEARNED**

Through this study, we are able to observe some interesting findings with respect to the online features we applied in class. First, as stated in Table II, 13 out the 48 participants (around 27%) presented low frequency of watched videos. This fraction of participants is significant, mainly because all participants are required to watch videos during the course. Since the videos of our course, available at Udemy, have a mean of 16 minutes of length, we may consider shortening the videos to provide more focused videos. With this action, we hope that students may be motivated to watch more videos.

Second, we have observed a very weak correlation between students’ score in exam question and the completion of online questionnaires (see the discussion regarding RQ2). This observation leads us to draw some treatment to improve the quality of these questionnaires. At Udemy, we provide only 3 online questionnaires for 10 videos; that is, about three videos for each questionnaire. Therefore, we consider the creation of new questionnaires to cover topics of each video in near future. The goal would be to improve the effectiveness of online questions in the online learning.

**VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY**

We carefully designed and conducted our study as described in Section III. For instance, we delimited the study scope prior to the data analysis, defined our research questions, and how to assess each of them, based on previous and related work. However, there are some threats to validity that may impact our research findings. Following, we discuss each of the four types of threats, with respective treatments, as proposed by Wohlin et al. [34]: internal, conclusion, construct, and external validity.

**Construct Validity.** In this study, we aim to evaluate whether online educational features, such as videos and questionnaires, support the student performance in software processes learning. For this purpose, we designed a study to evaluate effectively our research questions. We provided access to the online features for every participant. To provide impartiality of students with respect to our research questions, we omitted this information to all students. Therefore, we expected a minimization of biases with respect to the impact of online features on the student performance.

**Internal Validity.** The supporting materials of face-to-face classes, as well as the video lectures, have been prepared by the course instructor and may change along the years. In general, these modifications aim to improve the quality of teaching resources, and may include rearrangement of study topics, explanation approach, and other aspects. However, to minimize this problem, the data we chose for analysis in this study corresponds to unchanged content only. Another threat to internal validity is that engagement of students in online activities is uncontrolled variable. That means the use of online features by students is not manageable, mainly because of factors such as personal motivation and eventual distractions. This lack of control may have affected the quality of the learning process we assess in this study. To minimize this problem, we rewarded participants with points in class grade for each complete online activity.

**Conclusion Validity.** This study investigates the use of online features in three classes (from three consecutive years) with different number of students. All classes were placed in the same educational institution and conducted by the same instructor. In this context, the application of our study in different classes may minimize threats regarding diversity and representativeness of the participant set. We carefully selected data related to software processes learning, i.e., exam questions, online questionnaires, and face-to-face classes were
considered for data analysis. We based our data collection selection on related work, to ensure that such data would be useful in drawing conclusions. We conducted a careful data analysis to draw study conclusions, to minimize problems with respect to data interpretation. We also chose carefully descriptive analysis techniques to present results appropriately.

External Validity. This study focuses on a Software Engineering course. Therefore, our results are related to this specific research area and may not be generalized to other disciplines. Moreover, we assessed data only from undergraduate students from UFMG. Therefore, we may not assure our conclusions are applicable in other educational institutions. However, the classes we evaluated are composed by diversified participants, and this variety may minimize problems with the participant set representativeness.

VII. RELATED WORK

The adoption of new methods to support the education processes may be motivated by many reasons, such as to motivate students and focus on their learning process. In this context, many methodologies have been proposed in literature, such as educational games [4] and multidisciplinary environments [14][29]. In general, these approaches aim to support students in the comprehension of learning topics.

With respect to courses related to Computer Science, many methods have been proposed to support students with respect to knowledge acquisition. For instance, we may find studies that propose interactive tools for specific topics such as Jeliot [27]. This tool aims to help students from early stages of programming courses to learn the object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm. Jeliot simulates to students, in a visual fashion, the running of OOP programs.

In the context of Software Engineering courses, many studies have been investigating the use of different methods to support superior education. For instance, Day and Foley [15] investigate the use of online features to improve learning in computing-related courses. They conduct a quasi-experiment with student of a Human-Computer Interaction course at Georgia Tech. One group of students had their face-to-face classes replaced by in-class practical exercises and the content of the course was provided exclusively online. The online content included 27 classes in video (a total of 9 hours of videos) to support learning of the course subjects. The other group developed their learning activities in a traditional way, with face-to-face classes only. As a result, authors observed that: (i) all students reported that podcasts may be used as a complement for face-to-face classes without replacement to this format of class.

In previous work, Figueiredo et al. [16] describe another empirical study regarding a hybrid approach for educational support an introductory Software Engineering course from Federal University of Minas Gerais (UFMG). We present an open online course in the Udemy online platform, with around 180 enrolled students, 44 video lectures, 140 questions for topics covered by the videos, 14 online questionnaires, and discussion forums for each topic of study. Through a comparison of students’ performance, we assess: (i) face-to-face classes, online features, and the proposed hybrid educational approach composed by online features and face-to-face classes. The proposed work relies on data of students from two consecutive years: 2012 and 2013. As a result, we observe that students enrolled in the hybrid course had better performance and grades in course when compared with students form the method based only on face-to-face classes. Moreover, students from the hybrid classes performed similarly when compared with students from strictly online-based classes. We also observe that online features may support face-to-face classes without replacing this class format.

In this paper, we take our previous work [16] as basis to investigate the learning support of online features in the context of software processes, a specific Software Engineering topic. This study relies on the analysis of two features: video lectures and online questionnaires. We also analyze data from three consecutive years: 2014 to 2016. The main study goal is to assess how these online features impact the students’ performance in terms of grades in course.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an empirical study to evaluate the application of online features as a support for learning of Software Engineering courses. Specifically, we focus on the analysis of two different online features (video lectures and online questionnaires) and specific subject topics: software process and agile software development. Our study relies on data from 70 undergraduate students over three consecutive years, from 2014 to 2016.

We divided our study in two parts. First, we gather data from 2014 and 2015, with respect to a common exam question regarding agile software development, to assess the correlation between scores achieved by participants in the exam question and the frequency of watched video lectures per participant. Second, we pairwise compare the student performance in the years 2014-2016 and 2015-2016 to evaluate how different is the score of students in hybrid classes (composed by online features and face-to-face classes) with respect to only online-based classes.
In general, we observed that video lectures and online questionnaires do not replace face-to-face classes provided by instructors. In addition, we assume that the hybrid approach (composed by face-to-face interactions and the support of online features) provides better student performance when compared with only online-based classes. Therefore, our study points that online features are useful as complementary methods to the traditional format of class, with slightly positive impact on the scores in exam of participants.

As future work, we suggest the evaluation of other educational supporting features, such as discussion forums, games, and practical exercises, to investigate whether support learning of software processes. Other suggestions is investigate the use the same educational institutions. We also suggest a study to investigate the impact of applying online features considering the overall student performance in the superior education of Software Engineering courses. For instance, we may assess the impact of using online features in other topics than software processes and agile software development.
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